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As part of CHIPS work package 2 (WP 2), biophysical impact indicators (e.g. flood depth, wind speed,
crop yields) will be combined with refined socioeconomic data sources (spatially-explicit population
and asset data) and observed damage data to i) translate local hazard characteristics into damages and
ii) project an ensemble of multi-model future damages for different hazards. As outlined in this
milestone report, we decided to include the following hazard types in the analysis: river floods, crop
failure from droughts, labor productivity, and tropical cyclones.

Rationale
River floods and tropical cyclones are among the costliest categories of extreme weather events,
causing USD 37.1 bn and USD 51.9 bn (2018 values) in direct annual damage within the last decade on
average according to the NatCatSERVICE Database (MunichRE 2020). While river floods affect almost
all inhabited areas of the globe, they are highly relevant for the situation in Europe where they are
among the most important natural hazards in terms of economic damage (European Environment
Agency 2017). Recent changes in European river flood risk can already be attributed to climate change
impacts (Blöschl et al. 2019). On a regional level, crop failures from droughts are expected to increase
significantly under climate change; the most severe increase in drought risk is expected for the
Amazon, the Mediterranean, and South Africa. In CHIPS, distributional effects of droughts in Spain
were identified as a case study for work package 3 (WP 3). Tropical cyclones will be relevant for the
global integrated assessment models in WP 4.
As principal transmission channels through which climate extremes impact on socioeconomic
development in the long-run, we account for losses of capital stocks and reduced labor productivity.
With this choice of hazard types, we will be able to build on recent efforts for damage estimates in the
area of river flood damages (Huinzinga et al. 2017, Dottori et al. 2018, Zhao et al. 2017, Yamazaki et al.
2011), coastal flood damages (Hinkel et al. 2014, Vousdoukas et al. 2018), while for tropical cyclone
damages (Mendelsohn et al. 2012, Geiger et al. 2016, Geiger et al. 2018), crop failures and labor
productivity losses no systematic damage quantification exists on a global level to date. CHIPS will build
on these previous efforts to build hazard-specific, event-based economic damage functions.

Input data
CHIPS will build on the process-based impact simulations within the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model
Intercomparison Project (ISIMIP, www.isimip.org), coordinated at PIK. ISIMIP provides cross-sectorally
consistent climate, sea level (Mengel et al. 2016) and socioeconomic forcing data (Geiger 2018) that
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are used to drive harmonized multi-model impact-model simulations (e.g. Frieler et al. 2017). In
cooperation with more than 100 modeling teams from different disciplines, ISIMIP defines a common
modelling protocol for climate-impact science. Within CHIPS, we use historical impact simulations
generated within ISIMIP2a/3a by driving the impact models with observed weather data as well as
future projections generated within ISIMIP2b/3b for a high-end, business-as-usual and a strong
mitigation greenhouse gas emission scenario (Relative Concentration Pathways 8.5, 6.0 and 2.6)
(Frieler et al. 2017). In this way, we profit from the latest impact model improvements as well as new
developments regarding the bias-correction method applied to the ISIMIP3 climate forcing data (Lange
2019) and the detailed translation of Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSP, O’Neill et al. 2014) into
impact model forcing data such as agricultural management changes, water management, and land
use patterns accounting for different levels of bio-energy demand.

Methods and output data
Based on biophysical impact simulations, we derive indicators such as areas affected by floods or
extreme winds for the historical period and a high-end, a business-as-usual and a low future emission
scenario. For model evaluation, we compare simulated biophysical impact indicators to available
observational data. The historical biophysical hazard indicators are combined with socioeconomic
information to derive damage predictors such as “assets affected by flooding exceeding a certain
depth”, “assets affected by wind of hurricane strength” or “losses in agricultural production”. By
regression approaches, we then test to what degree these predictors can explain the variations in
reported damages induced by extreme weather events. We use the calibrated functional relationships
(damage functions) to generate future projections of damages accounting for climate change and
socioeconomic developments along the SSPs. Further, in a literature study, we identify promising
approaches to estimate the dependence of direct disaster damages upon income, e.g. by following the
rapidly developing research area on social vulnerability (Otto et al. 2017, Rufat et al. 2015). To date,
methods to study the inequalities of impacts between poor people and richer parts of the populations
have been only developed for specific cast study regions (Hallegate & Rozenberg 2017). In CHIPS, we
will assess the extendibility of these methods to the global level.

Links to other work packages in CHIPS
Finally, these event-based damage functions are transformed into income-specific temperature-based
damage functions. As they express economic damages (e.g., asset losses, losses in labor productivity)
as functions of global mean temperature, they can be directly employed in Integrated Assessment
Models of Climate and Economy (IAMs) to assess the combined impacts of extreme weather events
and mitigation measures on socioeconomic development pathways accounting for in-between as well
as within-country inequalities (WP 4).

Detailed information on hazard types
River floods. For damages due to fluvial floods, we rely on observed climate data driving hydrological
and river routing models in ISIMIP2a/3a (Gosling et al. 2019). ISIMIP provides four separate historical
(atmospheric) climate data sets to drive 12 global grid-based hydrological models (GHMs). For this
ensemble of 46 climate data/GHM combinations, we follow Hirabayashi et al. (2013) and Willner et al.
(2018) to derive flood depth and flooded areas. This is done by driving the river routing model CaMa3

Flood (Yamazaki et al. 2011) with the runoff of the GHMs, using high resolution topographic data
(Yamazaki et al. 2011) combined with current flood protection levels from the FLOPROS database
(Scussolini et al. 2016). This has been shown to better represent observed river discharge compared
to direct GHM output (Zhao et al. 2017). First, superimposing flooded areas with gridded population
data provided by the HYDE project (Goldewijk et al. 2017) enables us to estimate the number of floodaffected people. Second, by downscaling national data on physical capital stocks from the Penn World
Tables v9.2 (Feenstra et al. 2015) and accounting for state-of-the-art continent specific damage
functions (Huizinga et al. 2017), we obtain simulated direct losses to the capital stock. These loss
estimates can be further refined by assuming that, on the level of world regions, the vulnerability to
flood events changes with per-capita GDP. Here, the vulnerability is defined as the ratio of observed
damages as reported in the NatCatSERVICE database (Munich RE 2020) and simulated losses (Tanoue
et al. 2016).
Agricultural droughts. The ISIMIP2a/3a (historical period) and ISIMIP2b/3b (future period) modeling
rounds comprise global gridded simulations of potential yields for the four main staple crops (maize,
rice, soybean, and wheat) from multiple process-based global crop models. These simulations account
for different management options such as irrigation and fertilizer use (Frieler et al. 2017). Since ISIMIP
aims for cross-sectoral consistency of impacts, these simulations account, for instance, for water
availability constraints. Previous works show that these process-based models can well describe the
yield response to heatwaves and drought conditions (Schauberger et al. 2017).
We overlay these yield simulations with historical production patterns to derive globally consistent
annual yield losses for the historical period (1970-2016). A gridded (0.5 degree resolution) binary
drought indicator is defined by assuming that a grid cell is drought affected if the yield in this cell falls
short of the 2.5th percentile of the multi-annual average. We then derive an economic damage
function by regressing national agricultural drought losses as reported by NatCatSERVICE or EM-DAT
(EM-DAT 2020) using this drought indicator as predictor. The drought indicator will also feed into the
case study on droughts planned in WP 3.
Labor productivity. For the first time, labor productivity effects will be determined within ISIMIP based
on exposure response functions from the literature as well as a new, empirically derived response
function based on a large global data set. The empirical study finds different optimal temperatures for
low and high exposure sectors. Using climate input data like temperature and humidity, projections
for labor productivity losses will be calculated and used in integrated assessment.
Tropical cyclones. Tropical cyclone (TC) impacts are an outstanding example for the harmful
interference of ongoing global warming and socioeconomic development (Estrada et al. 2015, Knutson
et al. 2019a). While under global warming stronger and more frequent TCs of highest category are
expected to occur (Knutson et al. 2019b), TC related co-hazards such as flooding through extreme
precipitation (Knutson et al. 2015), more stalling events (Hall & Kossin 2019), as well as stronger surges
due to sea level rise (Woodruff et al. 2013) are expected to intensify. At the same time, we observe
population growth in coastal urban areas (Neumann et al. 2015). In combination, these trends will
result in more severe TC impacts, in particular, when considering that adaptation to extreme winds
and precipitation with very limited warning time is notoriously difficult. However, studies on how
climate change impacts on TC are often focused on projected changes in physical TC properties only,
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e.g. on the TC power dissipation index (Sobel et al. 2016), or on rather general (Knutson et al. 2019b)
or country-specific assessments (Jisan et al. 2018).
We will conduct a globally consistent basin specific assessment of TC induced losses for both observed
(Knapp et al. 2010) and potential future realizations (Emanuel 2013) of storm tracks accounting for
global mean sea level rise (Mengel et al. 2016). In addition to impacts from severe winds, we introduce
information about coastal flooding as a second predictor in the newly developed damage function for
tropical cyclones going beyond purely wind field based approaches (Geiger et al. 2016). This enables
us to take into account sea level rise as one main climate change driver of TC losses. The input storm
tracks will be combined with a wind field model (Holland et al. 2010) and the state-of-the-art and
computationally efficient clawpack model (Mandli et al. 2016), which calculates flood depth, extent,
and duration accounting for flow speeds according to shallow water equations. Basin specific
multivariate empirical damage functions are then constructed by regressing observed economic
damages in the international disaster databases NatCatSERVICE (Munich RE 2020) and EM-DAT (EMDAT 2020) with wind and flood depth as biophysical drivers. Where possible, we calibrate the damage
function with events for which disentangled wind and surge damages are available, e.g., from the
flood-insurance claims for coastal regions as published by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA 2020).
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